The Secretariat of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) presents its compliments to the Ministries of Foreign/External Affairs of the Member States of SAARC and has the honour to forward herewith the following:-

i) Letter F.No. SAU/Recruit/2015 dated May 21, 2015 received from the South Asian University (SAU), New Delhi, announcing vacancy of regular faculty positions of Professor (Computer Science), Associate Professor (Computer Science) and Assistant Professor (Computer Science);

ii) Letter F.No. SAU/Recruit/2015 dated May 21, 2015 received from the South Asian University (SAU), New Delhi, announcing vacancy positions of Director (Administration & Examinations) and Assistant Registrar.

The Secretariat has further the honour to inform that related details are also available on SAU’s website www.sau.ac.in

It would be appreciated if the esteemed Ministries may kindly circulate the same among concerned quarters widely so as to generate adequate response.

The Secretariat of the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) avails itself of this opportunity to renew to the Ministries of Foreign/External Affairs of the Member States of SAARC the assurances of its highest consideration.

Encls: As above

28 May 2015

Ministries of Foreign/External Affairs
(SAARC Division)
Member States of SAARC

cc
Registrar
South Asian University
Akbar Bhavan, Chanakyapuri
New Delhi
The South Asian University (SAU) presents its compliments to the Member States and the SAARC Secretariat, and has the honour to state that the SAU has advertised positions of Director (Admission & Examinations) in Grade IB (US$27,000-40,000) and of Assistant Registrar in Grade III (US$ 14,000-23,000).

The initial salary of the selectees will be fixed depending upon their experience and performance history. The salary will be in Indian Rupees.

Advertisement released in various newspapers of SAARC countries, other than India, is attached. Details are available on www.sau.ac.in

Since advertisement in various newspapers alone may not generate adequate response, SAARC Secretariat is requested to give a wide publicity to the recruitment notice for the posts among non-Indian member states.

The South Asian University avails itself of this opportunity to renew to all the Member States and the SAARC Secretariat the assurance of its highest consideration.

Encl.: as above

Mr. Y.K.A. Rohanajith
Director (SAARC)
SAARC Secretariat
Tridevi Marg. P. O. Box No. 4222
Tridevi Marg
Kathmandu, Nepal
Non-teaching positions

South Asian University (SAU) is an international University focused on post-graduate teaching and research, jointly established and funded by the eight SAARC countries. SAU (located in New Delhi) is looking for outstanding, highly qualified and experienced persons for the following posts:

1. Director (Admissions & Examinations) - 01 [Gr. IB]
2. Assistant Registrar - 02 [Gr. III]

Further details and application form are available at www.sau.ac.in

Application deadline: May 29, 2015 (Advt. No. 1/2015)
F. No.: SAU/Recruit/2015

May 21, 2015

The South Asian University (SAU) presents its compliments to the Member States and the SAARC Secretariat, and has the honour to state that the SAU has advertised faculty positions (Professor, Associate Professor, and Assistant Professor).

Advertisement released in various newspapers of SAARC countries is attached. Details are available on www.sau.ac.in

Since advertisement in various newspapers alone may not generate adequate response, SAARC Secretariat is requested to give a wide publicity to the recruitment notice.

The South Asian University avails itself of this opportunity to renew to all the Member States and the SAARC Secretariat the assurance of its highest consideration.

Enclosure: as above

Mr. Y.K.A. Rohanajith
Director (SAARC)
SAARC Secretariat
Tridevi Marg, P. O. Box No. 4222
Tridevi Marg
Kathmandu, Nepal
South Asian University (SAU) is an international University focused on post-graduate teaching and research, jointly established and funded by the eight SAARC countries. SAU (located in New Delhi) is looking for outstanding, highly qualified and experienced faculty members.

Regular Faculty positions: Professor [Computer Science-1], Associate Professor [Computer Science-1, Legal Studies-1, Sociology-1], Assistant Professor [Computer Science-3, Life Sciences & Biotechnology-2, Sociology-1]. Positions open to citizens of any country in the world. Attractive Salary in US dollars (exempt from income tax)

Those who have applied in response to Advt. No. 1/2014 by submitting the hard copy of application and paid the prescribed application fee need not to apply again. Their applications will be considered as per eligibility conditions etc. of the current advertisement. They may however like to send their updated CV. Only hard copies of applications will be considered.

Further details and application form are available at  www.sau.ac.in
Last Date: June 15, 2015 (Advt. No. 2/2015)